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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In this report a specification for how the Swedish residential and service sector (R&S 
sector) could be modelled using the TIMES modelling platform is presented. The focus is 
on long-term scenario analysis, which serves two intended purposes. In explorative 
scenarios, the aim is to answer the question “What could happen?” By contrast, normative 
scenarios are more practical, asking “How can a given objective be reached?” Ultimately, the 
objective is to identify the least-cost ways of achieving policy objectives. In light of how 
energy demand is evolving, model requirements for analysis of urban energy systems and 
decentralized energy conversion are also discussed, but more briefly. 
 
Models dealing with long-term energy scenario analysis have typically focused primarily on 
the supply side of the energy system. Recent changes in both supply and demand create a 
need for better representation of costs and performance of various technology options and 
of energy efficiency measures in the demand sectors, including of the R&S sector. The 
model specification presented in this report is based on three elements: an assessment of 
what types of questions such a model should seek to answer; an inventory of existing 
models handling energy service demand in the R&S sectors; and an inventory of what data 
already exists or could realistically be collected.  
 
The main difference from the current representation of the R&S sector in the TIMES-
Sweden model is the shift in system boundary from using useful energy demand (e.g. 
how much energy is needed to maintain 22°C indoor temperature) as an input, to instead 
using demand for dwellings as the input (useful energy will instead be an output from the 
model). Dwellings are proposed to be represented by different building archetypes, in order 
to capture that buildings face different economic conditions, due to differences in energy 
performances (e.g. different heat demand profile), temperature zone (e.g. changing the 
efficiency of heat-pumps), distribution system within the building (i.e. dividing between 
buildings with and without water based heating distribution system) etc. By visualizing the 
underlying assumption of building size and energy performance, this approach makes the 
analysis more transparent. In addition, the new approach gives the model the flexibility to 
incorporate the choice between different building-types, thereby facilitating the analysis of 
cost-efficient choices between near-zero dwellings and dwellings with higher energy 
demand.  
 
The new specification of the residential sector is characterized by a number of building 
archetypes in order to capture, for example, differences in demand profile over the year 
(low-energy buildings will have a different demand profile over the year compared with 
existing building stock), existing heating systems (at least a split between buildings 
with/without water-based distributions systems) and temperature zone (which will have 
impacts on demand profile, heat pump efficiency and supply profile of solar-based 
systems). The new specification of service sector reflects, in an activity archetype, multiple 
service activities bundled together in order to capture, for example, differences in demand 
profile over the year, differences in energy demand (especially the share between space 
heating, hot water and space cooling) and demand for power back-up. The activity 
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archetype should also capture existing heating and cooling devices and potential energy 
efficiency measures. 
 
For modelling of urban energy systems, the specification would need to be slightly 
different. An urban energy model needs, for example, to be connected to urban planning, 
and local environmental issues become more important than in national and international 
energy system models. Such modelling requires a higher detail level of the existing building 
stock and the activity. It may be important to split further the service sector to catch the 
characteristics of each sub-sector. In addition, boundary conditions for large investments 
need to be more carefully handled than in a model with greater geographical scope. 
Similarly, modelling of decentralized generation such as solar PV, small-scale wind and 
solar heating requires other modelling capabilities. Local variation in the electricity 
generation and the capacity for system integration needs to be captured. Effects on the 
regional and national electricity grids, and on the local district heating and cooling (DHC) 
network, need to be included. As a consequence a higher temporal resolution is required 
than in the other model types.  
 
In conclusion, it is possible to improve the way the R&S sector is represented and 
modelled in integrated energy systems models such as TIMES Sweden. There is a suite of 
data sources still untapped, and the body of knowledge and experience from this type of 
energy analysis has improved the understanding of how such modelling can best be done. 
This report presents a proposal that could significantly improve the ability analyse the R&S 
sector itself, and interaction between the built environment and other sectors. Ultimately, 
that would result in a better understanding of the energy system and in more robust advice 
to policy makers. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 

I denna rapport presenteras ett förslag på hur bostads- och servicesektorn kan modelleras 
med hjälp av TIMES-plattformen. Fokus är på långsiktiga scenarier, med två tänkta 
användningsområden. Explorativa scenarier syftar till att svara på frågan Vad kan hända? 
Normativa scenarier är mer praktiskt orienterade: Hur kan ett givet mål uppnås? Det 
övergripande syftet är att identifiera kostnadseffektiva vägar för att nå uppsatta policymål. 
Mot bakgrund av hur tillförsel och efterfrågan på energi förväntas utvecklas så diskuteras 
även i rapporten hur urbana energisystem och system med stor andel decentraliserad 
energiomvandling kan modelleras, men mer översiktligt. 
 
Hittills har modellering av långsiktiga scenarier ofta haft mer fokus på energitillförsel än på 
efterfrågesektorerna. Förändringar i både tillförsel och efterfrågan på energi skapar ett 
behov av en bättre representation av kostnader och prestanda för olika tekniker och 
energieffektiviseringsåtgärder i användarledet, inklusive i bostäder och lokaler. 
Modellspecifikationen som presenteras i den här rapporten bygger på tre delar: en 
utvärdering av vilka frågor en sådan modell kan svara på; en genomgång av tillgängliga 
modeller som hanterar bostäder och lokaler; och en inventering av vilka data som finns 
tillgängliga eller realistiskt skulle kunna samlas in. 
 
Den största skillnaden gentemot existerande representation i TIMES-Sweden är 
förändringen från användning av nyttig energi (ex hur mycket energi som krävs för att 
hålla 22°C inomhus) som en input till modellen, till att istället ha efterfrågan på 
byggnader som input (nyttig energi blir då ett resultat från modellen). Byggnader föreslås 
specificeras som s.k. arketyper med definierade egenskaper, för att fånga skillnader i 
ekonomi, energiprestanda (exempelvis olika profiler på värmeefterfrågan), klimatzoner (exv 
värmepumpar är olika effektiva beroende på utomhustemperatur) osv. Genom att 
synliggöra sådana underliggande antaganden blir analysen mer transparent. Dessutom ger 
det en flexibilitet att hantera val mellan olika byggnadstyper och underlättar analysen av 
vilka alternativ som är kostnadseffektiva i valet mellan nära-noll hus och byggnader med 
högre efterfrågan på energi.  
 
För att modellera urbana energisystem skulle en något annorlunda specifikation behövas. 
Exempelvis behöver stadsplanering hanteras, och lokala miljöfrågor som luftkvalitet blir 
viktigare än i en nationell eller internationell modell. Detta kräver en högre detaljgrad i 
beskrivningen av existerande byggnadsstock och vilka aktiviteter som pågår i sektorn. Det 
kan vara viktigt att dela upp lokaler ytterligare för att fånga karakteristiken i olika 
delsektorer.  
 
Även modellering av system med stor andel decentraliserad energiomvandling som 
solceller, solvärme och småskalig vind kräver annan modelleringskapacitet. Lokal variation i 
elproduktion och kapacitet för systemintegrering behöver hanteras. Effekter på regionala 
och nationella elnät, och på lokala fjärrvärmenät behöver inkluderas. För det behövs en 
finare tidsupplösning än för andra modelltyper.  
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Sammanfattningsvis är det fullt möjligt att förbättra hur bostäder och lokaler hanteras i 
integrerade energisystemmodeller som TIMES Sweden. Det finns flera outnyttjade 
datakällor, och kunskapen om den här typen av modellering har gått framåt under senare 
år. Den här rapporten ger ett förslag som väsentligt skulle förbättra möjligheten att 
analysera sektorn bostäder och lokaler separat, men också interaktionen med övriga 
sektorer. Detta skulle öka förståelsen för hur energisystemet fungerar, och ge bättre 
möjligheter att tillhandahålla underlag till beslutsfattare i näringsliv och myndigheter för 
omställningen till ett mer hållbart energisystem. 
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1 Introduction 
Energy systems models are important tools to inform policy making and are used 
extensively in many countries, including in Sweden. This project focuses on models that 
aim to capture technology choices – and associated costs – across the entire energy system, 
including both supply and demand (Figure 1.1). Specifically, we are interested in how best 
to represent and analyse the residential and service (R&S) sectors in a technology-rich 
energy model. 

 
 
Figure 1.1. A schematic image of an energy system model of the chain from energy service demand to 
primary energy supply. Boxes represent energy technologies and lines energy flows between them., Vertical 
lines are different energy commodities. Examples of inputs and outputs are illustrated as arrows block arrows. 
 
To date, models of centralized electricity generation and district heating production have 
been more developed than those that focus on demand-side sectors such as transport, 
industry, residential and service. Optimization models have long been used by power 
utilities, for instance, to determine optimal investment strategies to meet growing demand 
for electricity. Such investments require long-term planning due to their scale and long lead 
time between taking investment decisions and the start of operations.  
 
The demand-side sector is challenging in that many decisions about energy use and about 
necessary investments are made by individuals and are taken for non-economic reasons. In 
this case, traditional large-scale models are inappropriate: modelling that seeks to determine 
least-cost pathways, such as TIMES-based models, are not able to fully capture the 
decisions taken within the demand-side sectors. Yet the aim of reaching policy goals such 
as lowering greenhouse gas emissions stimulates a need to analyse the entire energy system. 
Meeting tough climate targets will require a better understanding on how increasingly 
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limited resources can be distributed among sectors – a task for which TIMES-based 
models are particularly well-suited. A stronger capacity to model supply and demand in an 
integrated manner, with a rich representation of diverse technologies, would strengthen the 
basis on which much energy policy is formed.  
 
Considering that 37% of the total European (EU27) final energy consumption is used 
within the R&S sectors (Eurostat, 2014a), primarily for heating and cooling, district heating 
and cooling can become an important mechanism for meeting future energy and 
environmental targets. It is essential that the supply for heating and cooling is sufficiently 
represented in the national energy system models.  
 
This report presents a specification for how the residential and service sectors could be 
modelled using the TIMES-modelling platform. The specification is based on an 
assessment of what types of questions such a model should seek to answer, and on an 
inventory of what data are needed to provide answers, including what data already exist or 
could realistically be collected at a reasonable cost. 

2 Three areas for energy systems modelling 
 
With a focus on energy systems modelling for long-term scenario analysis, this project 
considers two additional areas that are particularly relevant as possible extensions in future 
model development: urban energy systems and decentralized energy systems. The 
modelling approach can, in principle, be quite similar for all three areas. In practice, 
however, models often need to be tailored to their applications. This project aims to 
identify how a technology-rich model of the residential and service (R&S) sectors can best 
be specified and implemented. Focusing first on long-term scenario modelling, this section 
briefly discusses the needs and characteristics of all three areas.  
 
Modelling serves two intended purposes. In explorative scenarios, it seeks to answer the 
question “what could happen?” By contrast, normative scenarios are more practical, asking 
“how can a given objective be reached?” Potential research questions related to the R&S sector are 
for instance: What are the effects of large-scale energy efficiency measures in the R&S sector? How can 
demand for energy in the R&S sector be reached in a climate-neutral energy system? How can the primary 
energy use in the residential sector be reduced by 50% to 2050? 
 
Although explorative and normative scenario analyses are often thought of as long-term 
exercises (by long term, we mean a time-horizon beyond 25 years), they can also be useful 
in more near-term studies. The geographical scope can vary depending on the objective. 
For instance, analysing systems integration often requires both long- and short-term 
perspectives, as well as different regional resolution. Related questions might include: What 
would be the energy savings potential of a more integrated heat and electricity market in 
Europe/Sweden/Stockholm? What are the effects of high penetration of distributed energy conversion such 
as solar photovoltaics (PV)?  
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A key factor in effective use of modelling is deciding in advance what type(s) of question(s) 
one seeks to answer. 

2.1 Models with broad coverage vital to long-term 
energy scenarios at the national or international 
level 

Analysing long-term scenarios is arguably the most common application of energy systems 
modelling. A prime example is the IEA’s Energy Technology Perspectives project, which 
seeks to identify a least-cost way to cut global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by 50% by 
2050. Similar analysis has been done for the Nordic region (IEA, 2013) and for Sweden 
(Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, 2012). There is a continuous need to adjust, 
update and refine such scenarios as policy objectives change and new information becomes 
available.  
 
A rich range of energy system models exists at international, national (Swedish) and 
regional levels. Most techno-economic models, including those of the Swedish energy 
system, focus solely on the supply of energy. Models for demand sectors are often less 
detailed and allow for less sophisticated analysis; in many cases, they are only “soft-linked” 
to supply. The primary reasons for this shortcoming are often pragmatic: the number of 
technology options is larger in demand sectors than in supply, data are more challenging to 
collect, and decisions – particularly in households – are difficult to model.  
 
Models focusing on energy demand in the residential and services (R&S) sectors often have 
limited hard links to the supply side of the energy system (Sartori et al., 2009 or Mata & 
Sasic Kalagasidis, 2009). For example, effects of increasing or decreasing use of competing 
fuels or energy carriers are usually beyond the scope of the models. In addition, models 
focusing on the demand side often use so-called archetype buildings (a building with a 
defined technology specification and resulting energy performance and efficiency potential) 
and extrapolate the different archetypes to represent the total building stock. This approach 
makes it possible to introduce different energy efficiency measures and calculate the total 
cost and energy savings. The advantage is that this type of representation of buildings 
makes it easier to model realistic combinations of energy conservation measures for 
different types of buildings, rather than just extrapolating an energy efficiency rate over the 
entire building stock. Running the model will show whether energy efficiency measures will 
alter the energy service demand needed; for example converting building with forced 
exhaust ventilation will reduce the demand for heat but increase the demand for electricity. 
The down side of demand side models is their inability to describe the consequence for the 
rest of the energy system or to evaluate measures taken in the R&S sector with measures 
potentially undertaken in the rest of the energy system. In other word, there is need to 
combine the two model types into a more integrated energy system model. 
 
In an integrated energy system model, costs for energy savings or emission targets in the 
R&S sector can be compared with other costs and savings in the energy systems. This helps 
avoid sub-optimization. Integrated models can also include price effects, e.g. higher energy 
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prices lead to reduced energy demand and other technology pathways, and vice versa. 
Integrated models offer other advantages including: 

• The effect and cost of more efficient energy conversion in electricity sector can be 
evaluated under the same conditions as energy efficiency measures in buildings.  

• Energy efficiency measures and/or fuel switching in the R&S sector (or elsewhere) 
can both be part of the same pathway in an emission target scenario. 

• Limited primary energy resources (such as biomass) will be limited for all sectors at 
the same time; this can make solutions for the R&S sector more or less attractive, 
depending on the rest of the energy system. 

• Linkages between technology choices in different sectors can be modelled. For 
instance, increased efficiency of appliances and/or reduced usage generates less 
heat as a byproduct, thus creating higher demand for heating and less for cooling. 
The model could assess the correlation between the electricity use (by the 
appliances), the cost and efficiency of the appliances, heat and cooling demand, and 
performance of insulation.  

A possible drawback is that integrated energy system models (when compared against 
demand side models) may require many simplifications on how and when energy efficiency 
measures can be implemented in the existing building stock (Sartori et al. 2009;  Mata & 
Sasic Kalagasidis, 2009) 
 
An integrated supply and demand side model that incorporates the R&S sector must be 
able to handle the costs and performance of various energy efficiency measures included in 
demand side models. In this way, the future energy demand in the R&S sector could be 
given endogenously by the model. This will require (apart from quality assured data) that 
only some possible combinations of energy measures are feasible for a given type of 
building. Different setups of energy savings measures and heating and cooling technologies 
have to be assigned to different sub-types of buildings. The order in which measures can be 
done also has to be defined so that those requiring previous implementation of other 
measures do not become unfeasible. One example is that investment in a new ventilation 
system can make it possible to also install new heat recovery systems. If possible, different 
packages (pathways) of energy savings measures can be defined and dedicated to each sub-
type of building. This approach demonstrates the value of using building archetypes. 

2.2 Urban energy systems 

Many opportunities to improve efficiency of energy systems can only be tapped at the 
regional and urban level. As an increasing share of the population is expected to live in 
cities in the future, this will become even more important. A broad suite of questions 
relevant to urban energy systems could be addressed with energy system models such as 
(Table 2.1): Which choices are critical for the development of a city or region? When do those choices need 
to be made? What costs are associated with different development pathways? 
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Energy supply is still highly relevant, but questions connected to urban planning and local 
environmental issues become more important than in a national and international context. 
As a consequence, a higher level of detail is needed in the representation of the existing 
building stock and the activity in the sectors. Regarding the R&S sector, it might be 
important to split the services sector more to catch the characteristic of each subsector.  

Table 2.1. Possible questions in an urban energy system scenario 

Explorative scenarios Normative scenarios 

 To what extent can urban planning 
contribute to reducing carbon emissions at 
the urban level? 

 Will any health problems arise from the 
transition to 100% renewable transport and 
energy sector? 

 What are the possible consequences of a 
large investment in district cooling? 

 What is the best option of using biogas 
produced in the region for transport or in 
the energy sector? 

 How can a carbon-neutral city be archived? 

 How can the energy demand in the R&S 
sector be reduced by 50% in 2050 with the 
expected growth of the population. 

 What is the least-cost way to provide each 
home in a city with comfortable indoor 
temperatures at all time? 

 How could excess heat from industry, 
including the IT sector, be used for 
residential heating?  

 
From a modelling perspective, the possible investment options and the size of the installed 
capacity in energy supply technologies for urban areas are more limited than in a national 
or international model. The size of the area under study is an important parameter; for 
example, it is not possible to build “half” of a nuclear plant or to connect only every third 
household to district heating. Such approaches are usually called “lumpy investments” in 
that they must be done at a certain size and demand special attention in a linear model such 
as TIMES. In an urban setting, the existing physical capital and long-term investment plans 
in district heating and cooling also need to be considered more carefully when creating the 
scenario.  
 
The upper and lower boundaries for population density (both per square meter of floor 
area and per square meter land area) associated with existing urban development plans may 
have to be introduced in the model to get reasonable results. Also, the trends and scenarios 
in number of rooms per inhabitant will be important to track since this will affect the 
possible energy efficiency targets. Development of district heating and cooling can be 
aligned to these indicators and then converted to heat density, in order to quantify the 
possible share of district heating and cooling.  
 
Emissions such as particles and nitrogen oxides are more important to include in an urban 
model since they affect the local environment. For the residential sector, small-scale 
biomass boilers and stoves are an important source of emissions. The type of biomass used 
(wood pellets, logs, etc.) and the use of heat storage tanks may have to be specified in 
various possible options. Heat storage tanks have an effect on how efficiently the burner 
can operate. Other combinations of heat supply and heat storage technologies should be 
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included in the model, especially for single houses that cannot be connected to district 
heating networks. 
 
A model of a city or region may also be linked to a local dispersion model representing air-
borne emissions. In this way environmental load restrictions for particles, acidification, 
eutrophication can be integrated in the model, possibly delivering information about effects 
on health and biodiversity that, could serve as inputs to the dispersion model. This is much 
harder to do in a national or international modelling framework. The international GAINS 
model, an integrated assessment model maintained by the International Institute for 
Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), does this to some extent but does not have the 
technology detail or optimization possibilities of the TIMES platform. A fruitful soft 
linking between GAINS and TIMES based models could investigate, amongst many things, 
the consequences of including abetment costs for emissions to air in a least cost renewable 
energy scenario.  

2.3 Decentralized energy systems 

It is conceivable that future energy systems will be more distributed and multi-directional 
than traditional systems. Several energy technologies with quickly expanding deployment 
(such as wind, solar PV and heat pumps) have a more decentralized and modular nature 
than incumbent technologies (such as thermal generation). Development of smarter grids 
and innovative business models could turn energy consumers into “prosumers” who both 
use and produce energy or are actively engaged in managing their energy consumption. 
This could unlock efficiency advantages but will also pose new challenges and new types of 
questions (Table 2.2). 

Table 2.2. Possible questions of a model of decentralized energy conversion 

Explorative scenarios Normative scenarios 

 What would be the effect on peak 
electricity load if heat pump penetration 
increased by a factor five? 

 What are the environmental benefits of 
large-scale solar PV penetration in a 
country like Sweden, where solar insulation 
is inversely correlated to energy needs? 

 What would be the effect of using different 
definitions of near-zero energy buildings?  

 What pathways are feasible in order to 
reach the national objectives for energy 
efficiency in residential buildings? 

 

 
To study in more detail the effects and potentials of broad implementation of small-scale 
renewable energy conversion on site (e.g. on buildings), as well the effects of factors such 
as demand side management, another model may be needed. Results from such a model 
could be linked to either the national long-term energy scenario model or to an urban 
energy systems model, depending on the research question.  
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One driver of this additional need is that the model must be able to handle the details, 
definitions and legislation associated with near net-zero energy building (nnZEB)1 and net-
zero energy buildings (nZEB)2 for renovations and new buildings. These definitions will 
potentially have large impacts on the penetration of small-scale renewable energy 
conversion and thus on the total cost, the total primary energy use and the associated 
emissions. The definition may also include energy demands other than the existing 
minimum energy performance requirements and could set the requirement on primary 
energy rather than on the energy delivered to the building. Using different time resolutions 
and different primary energy factors in the accounting terminology can shift which 
solutions emerge as being the most attractive. On-site generation may, for example, 
become a more attractive solution for minimizing the building’s energy demand than 
energy efficiency measures. 
 
Another driver is the time resolution for the energy service demand; the produced energy 
may need a finer resolution to capture the effects of wide penetration of PV and demand 
side management. Large-scale penetration of on-site solar heating and cooling exported to 
the district heating and cooling networks needs to be assessed with local conditions. Local 
variations in the capacity of solar heating penetration can be substantial. Four crucial 
parameters need to be considered: the specific production mix in the district heating 
network (the fuel mix and the proportion of combined heat and power [CHP]); the future 
expansion of the district heating network; the capacity of the district heating network in 
terms of the existing pipe diameters; and the area of the land/buildings available/suitable 
for solar heating (Håkansson & Larsson, 2013). 
 
Not only the system effect from solar thermal possibly connected to district heating is 
interesting to include but also other so-called prosumers, such as waste heat from data 
server centers and refrigerators in grocery stores. 
 
Ultimately, a model assessing decentralized energy systems needs additional characteristics 
and capabilities than a model that is meant to assess long-term scenarios at a broader 
geographical level, including: 

• the possibility to set boundary conditions on net import/export energy demand for 
buildings; i.e. the requirement must be able to solve both energy efficiency and/or 
on-site energy conversion. 

• the possibility to set boundary conditions on subtotal energy demand and on 
primary energy used in future legislation. 

• detailed yearly load curves for different archetype buildings and services. 

                                                 
1 A nearly net-zero energy building (nnZEB) has a national cost optimal energy use of > 0 kWh/(m² a) 
primary energy. The definition of the cost optimal level is defined in European Parliament and Council (2012) 
however the national level is not defined in Sweden yet. 
2 Net zero energy building (nZEB) has an energy use of 0 kWh/(m² a) primary energy 
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• simplified load curve adjustments when different energy efficiency measures put in 

place. 

• local solar irradiance data and other weather data, with high time resolution. 

• suitable roof-top area for solar energy within the area. 

• share of the roof-top area that can be connected to district heating and cooling. 

• implementation of time adjustable loads (heat pumps, electric vehicles [EVs], 
freezing rooms, etc.) 

• identification of the local potential of prosumers available for the local district 
heating grid and the potential for small scale electricity production. 

3 Model inventory 
To enhance the study, we undertook a review of existing models based on literature 
retrieval in scientific databases and web-published sources (identified models are listed in 
Appendix A: Model Inventory, with brief information and comments). The information 
retrieval revealed several models worldwide dealing with energy use in the R&S sector 
while the literature review focused on articles covering several models and modelling of 
R&S energy use in general. Kavgic et al. (2010) and Swan & Ugursal (2009), for example, 
review several models and propose a classification of models for residential energy use. 

  

 
Source: Swan & Ugursal, 2009. 

Figure 3.1. Top-down and bottom-up modelling techniques for estimating regional or national residential 
energy consumption. 
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Most models focus on describing the energy demand in a number of specific building 
types, or “Engineering Archetypes”.3 Some are detailed separately to include energy flows 
in the building envelope and so on, and are too detailed to be used on an aggregated level. 
Nevertheless, such models are useful when identifying important features to facilitate an 
appropriate model representation of the energy demand in existing and future buildings. 
Some relevant models are briefly described below; the TIMES-based models are described 
in Chapter 6, together with the proposed project structure.  
 
Sartori et al. (2009) developed an energy demand model for the Norwegian residential and 
service (R&S) sector. The model uses archetype structures predefined in an IEA Annex 
(Annex 31: Energy-related environmental impact of buildings). Modified standardized 
energy classes based on EN 15217:2007, a European standard, supports the model 
structure. Each archetype is a combination of an energy class and heating carrier 
information. One part of the archetype contains data on net energy for electricity, heating 
and cooling, along with adherent energy transmission factors such as coefficient of 
performance, COP. Another part of the archetype consists of data on delivered energy. 
Each archetype has an allocated area representing the current building stock. Scenario 
simulation implies area flows to or from archetypes based on assumed renovation, new 
construction and demolition. The results are in energy demand per year for different energy 
sources. 
 
Mata & Sasic Kalagasidis (2009) present the Energy, Carbon and Cost Assessment for 
Building Stock (ECCABS) model, which has a high level of detail in archetypes and 
possibilities for net energy demand per hour, CO2 emissions and energy saving measure 
cost using a Matlab and Simulink tool. A building energy simulation tool was designed in 
Simulink (Mata et al., 2012), which comprises the open code. A Matlab code handles input 
and output data to the simulation tool. A model comprising 1400 archetypes was created 
for the Swedish building stock. The input data handling allows for simplified use of 
extensive databases with building data. This approach makes it possible to capture the 
combined effects of different energy saving measures which in other methods are handled 
as additive (implying some error).  
 
In contrast to the previously mentioned models, Rosenberg & Espegren (2013) describe an 
approach to analyse past and future end-use energy). The model considers drivers and 
barriers that influence energy demand in households. Direct drivers include living area, 
building envelope condition, indoor temperature, share of buildings with heat pumps etc. 
Indirect drivers cover demographic change, technological development, etc. Response 
drivers are those that can influence direct and indirect drivers, such as taxation, regulation 
economic support, etc. The user can set development rate and type (linear, exponential or 
stepwise) for several factors.     
 
The building energy demand in the Nordic Energy Technology Perspectives (NETP) 
model (IEA, 2013) has been looked at within this study. Energy service demand is 

                                                 
3 Energy demand for archetypes of typical buildings, calculated according to vintage, size, house type, etc., 
can be used to scale up energy demand to regional or national level. 
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computed in a separate model used as an input in the larger TIMES-based energy system 
model. As a partner in the NETP project, IVL has the background material and has carried 
out a brief investigation.  The NETP model uses historical statistical distribution of the age 
of the building stock to calculate the future distribution of floor area and future energy 
performance given a certain rate of demolition and new build.  
 
Short descriptions of these models and some additional models of interest are found in 
Appendix A: Model inventory 
 
Conclusions: Advanced models that are supported by external structures such as 
standards and databases exist. The models above do not, however, answer the questions 
identified in Section 3, such as how large-scale energy efficiency will affect the energy 
system as whole. 

4 Data availability  

4.1 Long-term energy scenarios 

For the model and data requirements needed for a national, long-term energy scenario 
(referred to as model type 1 in Table 4.1), there are many useful sources for detailed base 
year energy statistics for the R&S sector. A very thorough overview is presented in 
Ossman et al. (2012). Data from Swedish National Board of Housing(2014) could possibly 
give a more detailed split of the energy demand for different sub-sectors and building types 
than the structure of the data used in the current TIMES-Sweden . A key observation in 
Ossman et al. (2012) is that over 90% of the floor area is covered if the floor area for single 
houses, multi-family houses, schools, office buildings, care institutions and commercial 
buildings is included. 
 
The crucial challenge in the statistics is to include free heat from air/ground/water sources 
in the heat demand (energy needed to achieve room temperature); at present, this is not 
included in the Swedish official statistics (Swedish Energy Agency 2013a, b, c). The 
delivered energy (purchased energy) is the most common measure in Swedish statistics. 
Energy specified on the heating bill and building operational energy is often the only 
reported energy in many sources. The use of electricity in household and service is poorly 
investigated, as is the split between space heating and tap water. 
 
The split of electricity use in household and services is another challenge. In the official 
statistics, this is aggregated in a total level. This could be integrated with the use of best 
estimates (for lightning) that are gathered in Ossman et al. (2012) among others 
Svebyprogrammet (2012a, b) and Swedish Energy Agency (2007a, b, 2008, 2009, 2010) 
which have measured data for a sample population of buildings in different sub-sectors. 
 
The living area measure and the corresponding measure for service buildings (in Swedish: 
BOA and LOA) used in Swedish National Board of Housing (2014) differ from the 
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measure used in the official statistics, which may cause errors when comparing and 
implementing these data. Another identified lack of data in Ossman et al. (2012) is the 
cooling demand supplied with district cooling in different sub-sectors. 
 
To include and integrate the cost and performance of energy efficiency measures in 
buildings, the model HEFTIG (Swedish Energy Agency) and its sources could be used. In 
Swedish National Board of Housing (2010), as well as in Swedish Energy Agency and 
Swedish National Board of Housing  (2013), there are potentially such data on a national 
level that could serve as input. As discussed earlier, a possible solution might be to create 
different pathways with energy efficiency measures in packages for the different archetype 
buildings, for example in a parallel model. 

4.2 Urban energy systems 

The need for a methodology description is more pressing than the need for details of the 
possible data sources concerning the urban energy system model. Depending on the region 
and/or city, the sources may differ in looking at factors such as:  data for the district 
heating and cooling company; municipal plans for urban development and the possible 
heat load density; solar energy maps; and local waste heat sources including small-scale 
prosumers. An interesting approach, however not focusing on the R&S sector, is used in 
Trygg et al. (2009). This method can identify the potential and calculate the effects of 
switching heat and cooling demands supplied from fuels and electricity to district heating 
and cooling.  
 
The Swedish GAINS model may serve as input to emission factors for locally effecting 
emissions (such as particles). The emission reduction cost for different energy technologies 
may also be implemented in such a model (IIASA, 2014).  

4.3 Decentralized energy systems and nZEN-
definition 

The need for data to support modelling of decentralized energy systems, as for urban 
energy systems, can be defined when a methodology is more elaborated.  
 
The Swedish national definitions of nZEN and nnZEn are not yet clearly defined but the 
European Standard (2013) already contains a draft European standard for calculating the 
energy use for buildings according to the Energy Performance in Buildings Directive 
(European Parliament and Council, 2010). This may serve as starting point for the 
boundary conditions of the future energy demand and the connection between energy 
efficiency and the use of on-site energy conversion to achieve the requirements. The 
Swedish standards (SS 24300-1, 2, 3, 4) are interesting but are currently very different in 
terms system boundaries, etc. compared to the methodology set up in the European 
Standard. 
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Results from dynamic building energy simulation tools may serve as an input for detailed 
load curves and the change due to energy conservation measures, on-site energy conversion 
and storage technologies. 
 
Costs for PV and solar thermal could possibly be more detailed in this model compared to 
the other models regarding, for example, the difference in cost for roof-top placed on flat 
roofs or tilted roofs, building integrated or ground placed. Prices and other trends for PV 
can be found in Photon (2014). 
 
Details of district heating and cooling systems should probably be elaborated together with 
the local owner. One example of input data to the model would be the tariffs for 
prosumers delivering to the district heating network. These could be built on the marginal 
heat production cost for different outdoor temperatures. 

Table 4.1. Potential data sources for diverse model needs, with indicator for links to model types.  
Note: The most important sources are marked in bold. 

Sources Main content Subject  Mo
del
-

typ
e 

Bertoldi et al. (2012) Electricity consumption and efficiency trends 
in the EU. Useful references to other sources 
for specific performance data for different 
appliances and the minimum efficiency 
requirements for different products in Eco-
design Directive. 

Energy efficiency 
measures and trends 
for appliances. 

1 

2 

3 

EHPA. European Heat 
Pump Association 
(2013) 

HEHP Outlook presents energy use and 
energy output for different heat pump 
technologies and the penetration for different 
technologies based on sales returns. 

Energy statistics and 
energy performance. 

1 

2 

 

Danish Energy Agency 
(2012) 

Technology catalogue for larger 
(decentralized and central) electricity and 
heat-generating technology including storage 
technologies; includes expected data for 
2020, 2030 and 2050. 

Energy technology 
database.  

1 

 

 

Danish Energy Agency 
(2013) 

Cost and performance for mainly individual 
heating plants for single family houses and 
dwellings; includes expected data for 2020, 
2030 and 2050. 

Energy technology 
database for heating 
technologies. 

1 

 

 

European Commission 
(2013a) 

The Eco-design Directive for space and tap 
water heaters. Useful definitions of energy 
performance stand-by losses and load 
cycles. Could potentially be used for future 
performance data. 

Boundary conditions 
for energy efficiency 
on boilers, heat 
pumps, etc.  

1 

2 

3 
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European Commission 
(2013b) 

The Eco-design Directive for water heaters 
and heat storage. Useful definitions of energy 
performance stand-by losses and load 
cycles. Could potentially be used for future 
performance data; impact assessments and 
preparatory studies can be found in  
European Union (2014b). 

Boundary conditions 
for energy efficiency 
on boilers, solar 
energy systems and 
heat storage. 

1 

2 

3 

European Parliament 
and Council (2010) 

EPBD II, the Directive of Energy 
Performance of Buildings including definitions 
of nearly zero energy building and zero 
energy buildings. 

Boundary conditions 
for new build and 
major renovations. 

1 

2 

3 

European Parliament 
and Council (2012) 

Definition of cost optimal energy performance 
according to EPBD II. 

Boundary conditions 
for new build and 
major renovations. 

1 

2 

3 

European Standard 
(2013) 

Standard for the calculation of the energy 
performance in buildings according to 
European Parliament and Council (2010).  

Boundary conditions 
for new build and 
major renovations. 

 

 

3 

European Union 
(2014a) 

Overview of existing Eco-design legislations 
for different energy technologies (appliances) 
with useful links to all directives and impact 
analyses. 

  

 

 
 
European Union 
(2014b) 

Link to the preparatory studies of different 
Eco- design requirements for household 
appliances. 

  

 

 

FEBY, Forum för 
Energieffektiva 
byggnader, (2012a) 

Swedish criteria for zero energy buildings, 
passive houses and “minenergy” buildings: 
residential buildings. 

Boundary conditions 
for new build 
residential buildings 
and best estimates of 
activity data. 

1 

 

 

FEBY, Forum för 
Energieffektiva 
byggnader, (2012b) 

Swedish criteria for zero energy building, 
passive houses and “minenergy” buildings: 
service sector. 

Boundary conditions 
for new build 
commercial buildings 
and best estimates of 
activity data. 

1 

 

 

Pardo et al. (2012) Overview of energy technology data for best 
available technologies for heating and 
cooling. 

Energy technology 
database for heating 
technologies. 

1 

 

 

IIASA (2014) Data for emission factors and emissions 
control strategies for energy technologies in 
the R&S sector. General emission factors in 
European GAINS model based on PRIMES 
scenario. 

Emissions and cost 
for reduction, 
including non-GHG 
emissions. 

1 

2 

3 
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Odyssee (2014) The Odyssee database includes, among 
other things, energy efficiency indicators and 
data on the stock of appliances (Enerdata, 
2014). 

Energy efficiency 
measures and trends 
for appliances. 

1 

2 

3 

Ossman et al. (2012) Overview of existing data connected to 
energy statistics for Swedish R&S sector, 
including cost for energy measures in 
buildings; technology data for heating 
technologies are not included. 

Energy statistics; 
best estimates of 
solar energy 
conversion 

1 

2 

 

Photon (2014) Database with prices and trends for PV; 
online service with over 50 000 different PV-
modules (www.photon.info/). 

Energy technology 
database for PV 
systems. 

1 

2 

3 

Statistics Sweden 
(2013) 

Yearbook of Housing and Building Statistics 
2012. Yearly updated with data connected 
statistics on building stock and living 
conditions, new construction investment, 
share of heating technologies, etc.  

Global parameters 
connected to the 
building stock and 
living conditions. 

1 

 

 

Swedish Energy 
Agency (2013) and 
Swedish National Board 
of Housing  (2013) 

Suggestion for national strategy for energy 
efficient renovations; life-cycle cost for 
different energy efficiency measures and 
penetration of different measures on a 
national level.  

Energy efficiency 
measures and 
energy statistics. 

1 

2 

3 

Swedish Energy 
Agency (2007a) 

Improved energy statistics for office 
buildings; statistics based on a limited 
population. 

Energy statistics 
connected to final 
energy use in 
buildings. 

1 

2 

 
 
Swedish Energy 
Agency (2007b) 

Improved energy statistics for school 
buildings; statistics based on a limited 
population. 

Energy statistics 
connected to final 
energy use in 
buildings. 

1 

2 

 

Swedish Energy 
Agency (2008) 

Improved energy statistics for care 
institutions (24 h and 8 h); statistics based 
on a limited population. 

Energy statistics 
connected to final 
energy use in 
buildings. 

1 

2 

 

Swedish Energy 
Agency (2009) 

Improved energy statistics for sport 
facilities; statistics based on a limited 
population.  

Energy statistics 
connected to final 
energy use in 
buildings. 

1 

2 

 

Swedish Energy 
Agency (2010) 

Improved energy statistics for retail 
buildings (includes shopping malls, grocery 
stores and other retail buildings); statistics 
based on a limited population.  

Energy statistics 
connected to final 
energy use in 
buildings. 

1 

2 
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Swedish Energy 
Agency (2011) 

Improved energy statistics for hotel and 
restaurants; statistics are based on a limited 
population. 

Energy statistics 
connected to final 
energy use in 
buildings. 

1 

2 

 

Swedish Energy 
Agency (2013a) 

Yearly updated national energy statistics for 
multi-family dwellings. 

Energy statistics 
connected to final 
energy use in 
buildings ( focus on 
heating). 

1 

2 

 

Swedish Energy 
Agency (2013b) 

Yearly updated national energy statistics for 
single family houses. 

Energy statistics 
connected to final 
energy use in 
buildings (focus on 
heating). 

1 

2 

 

Swedish Energy 
Agency (2013c) 

Yearly updated national energy statistics for 
the service sector; the share of floor area 
and used energy for heating can be 
subdivided into nine different services.  

Energy statistics 
connected to final 
energy use in 
buildings (focus on 
heating). 

1 

2 

 

Swedish Energy 
Agency (2013d) 

Background to the Swedish national action 
plan for energy efficiency measures 
according to the Energy Efficiency Directive 
(EED). 

Behavior and 
technology data for 
end-use technologies 
can be found in the 
appendixes.  

1 

 

 

Swedish Energy 
Agency (2014) 

BAT of energy technologies for residential 
buildings; design parameters for full load and 
partial load operation. Not real operation 
data. Cost and performance is included. 

Energy technology 
database for heating 
technologies and 
appliances. 

1 

2 

3 

Svebyprogrammet 
(2012) 

General best estimates of different domestic 
electricity usage purposes (lighting, etc.), 
domestic hot water, and building operational 
energy usage (ventilation, pumps, elevators, 
etc.) for residential buildings. 

Best estimates of 
behavior patterns 
and domestic use of 
energy. 

1 

 

 

Svebyprogrammet 
(2013) 

Same as in Svebyprogrammet (2012) but for 
office buildings. 

Best estimates of 
behavior patterns 
and domestic use of 
energy. 

1 

 

 

Swedish National Board 
of Housing (2010) 

Cost and potential for energy efficiency 
measures in single family houses and 
dwellings and in the service sector, including 
marginal cost curves. 

Energy efficiency 
measures. 

1 

 

 

Swedish National Board 
of Housing (2013) 

Examples of energy efficiency measures that 
are cost-optimal using the calculation method 
presented in European Union (2012). 

Energy efficiency 
measures. 

1 

2 

3 
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Swedish National Board 
of Housing (2014) 

The GRIPEN database includes over 
400 000 energy declarations of individual 
buildings; could potentially serve as a major 
source of detailed energy statistics for the 
different sub-sectors and building types. 

Energy statistics for 
R&S sub-sectors and 
archetype buildings, 
and cost for energy 
conservations 
.measures. 

1 

2 

 

Trygg et al. (2009) Method for heat load analyses and cost 
optimization of district heating networks. 

Methodology for 
urban energy 
systems. 

 

2 

 

Zimmermann, P. (2009) End-use metering of 400 households in 
Sweden Assessment of the Potential 
Electricity Savings. 

Energy statistics for 
domestic electricity 
use. 

1 
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5  Model specification: the basics 
This chapter describes important features of an energy system model, thereby setting the stage for Chapter 6 
which identifies applicable model specifications for long- and medium-term energy analysis.  
 
Within the context of identifying a model that can capture the “complete” demand for 
energy in buildings, the model specification focuses on heating and cooling. The basic 
specifications take into account that future investments for supplying heat and cooling are 
related to the building itself while investments for other electronic appliances depend 
largely on other parameters and are independent from the buildings. Applying the energy 
system model characteristics developed within the European Commission funded project 
ATEsT,4 (documented in Amerighi et al., 2010), the chapter discusses 11 model 
characteristics from a perspective of aiming to capture future supply for space 
heating/cooling, and hot water:   

1. System boundaries 

2. Spatial dimension 

3. Time frame  

4. Environmental aspects 

5. Technology detail 

6. Policy formulation  

7. Behavioral aspects 

8. Type of operation 

9. Economic system detail 

10. Trade links 

11. Innovation and R&D effects 

 
The aim of the analysis is to answer key questions to a certain level of details, in the end the 
availability of data will define what is feasible to include in a model (i.e. will determine the 
balance between what is desirable and what is feasible). Each description includes some 
discussion of data availability.  

5.1 System boundaries 

The sector level/division defines which sectors should be included in the model, as well 
as the sector divisions. The present study focuses on the residential sector and the services 
sector, with services including both commercial and public sectors, in line with the 
                                                 
4 ATEsT is an acronym for Analysing Transition Planning and Systemic Energy Planning Tools for the 
implementation of the Energy Technology Information System (www.cres.gr/atest/).  

http://www.cres.gr/atest/
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European Commission official statistics (Eurostat). The model specification discussed 
below focuses on energy supplies that depend on building characteristics, and will treat 
only sparsely other kinds of demand. 
 
The energy system defines which parts of the energy system are included in the model 
(the concept of an energy system is visualized in Figure 5.1). Generally, energy system 
models are divided into three categories according to whether they capture the supply side, 
the demand side or the entire energy system. 
 
The demand driver defines which parameters will affect change in demand over time. 
Demand drivers are not treated in Amerighi et al., (2010), but are crucial for identifying the 
desired model structure.  
 
As discussed above, this element should include all drivers of demand for energy inside 
buildings within the residential and services sectors. Besides demand for space/cooling 
heating and hot water, it should include demand for so-called domestic electricity in the 
residential sector and for service electricity in the services sector.  
 
Improved household consumption data is needed for the following user categories; space 
heating, hot water, space cooling, cooking, lighting and appliances, and other uses 
(Eurostat, 2013). The robustness of the results will depend on the accuracy in the 
estimation of existing as well as future energy service need for each demand segment. 
Extensive data-mining is needed to draw robust conclusions. 
 
The entire economy is defined as everything is included in the gross domestic product 
(GDP) in national economic accounts. TIMES-based models are defined as partial 
equilibrium models, in that they include only energy markets by calculating the equilibrium 
between demand and supply of energy. The entire economy can be captured by linking the 
model to a macroeconomic model (see Krook Riekkola et al., 2013); however, this is 
outside the scope of the present study. 
 
In Chapter 6, the system boundary will be discussed based on sector division of residential 
and service sectors. Based on insights from the modelling inventory and experience gained 
from working with diverse models,5 we conclude that a sufficient modelling representation 
of buildings in each sector should consider the following characteristics:  
 
  

                                                 
5 The project team includes experts with experience with global energy models (e.g. IEA-ETP), national 
energy system models (e.g. TIMES-Sweden and MARKAL_Nordic), building simulation models (e.g. VIP 
Energy and IDA-ICE) and other models (e.g. GAINS and LEAP). 
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Table 5.1. Basic model specification parameters 

Residential sector: Services sector: 
- Size 

- Occupants 

- Energy performance  

- Window thermal performances 

- Year built 

- Ventilation system within the 

building  

- Space heating distribution systems 

within the building  

- Space cooling distribution systems 

within the building  

- Space heating/cooling distribution 

systems connected to the building 

- Existing heating device(s)  

- Accumulator and/or seasonal heat 

storage 

- Non-heating and cooling demand 

 

- Main activity 

- Size 

- Energy performance  

- Year built 

- Ventilation system within the building  

- Space heating distribution systems within 

the building  

- Space cooling distribution systems within 

the building  

- Space heating/cooling distribution 

systems connected to the building 

- Existing heating device  

- Existing power back-up 

- Non-heating and cooling demand 
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 Source: Tosato, 2009 (Figure 4-1). 

Figure 5.1 Schematic energy system, energy flows with examples illustrating common terms used in 
energy system analysis.  

5.2 Spatial dimension 

The spatial dimension deals with the geographical coverage and geographical detail of the 
model. The geographical coverage is an element of the system boundary, while the 
geographical detail is the number of regions captured within the model. Within the 
framework of energy system models, it can be at global, regional, national or local level, 
depending on the questions asked and analysis desired. How the regions interact with each 
other is defined by the spatial definition. The geographical detail and the spatial definition 
will depend both on the question asked and on the characteristic(s) of the system being 
studied. In the case of describing the demand for space heating and cooling, temperature 
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zone and urban density are two dimensions that should be considered when defining the 
spatial break-down. 

5.3 Time frame 

The time dimension has three elements: the time-horizon refers to last year in the model; 
the time-step is the length of each period; and the time-granularity defines the division 
of time within the year. The time dimension is flexible in TIMES models; both time-step 
and time-granularity can vary over the modelling period. The first modelling years (when 
much data are available) can, for example, be split by weeks (time-granularity) with one year 
being applied as time-step. In later years (as uncertainty increases), time granularity can be 
split by season and periods of 5 to 10 years set as the time-step. TIMES-based models are 
generally suitable for analysing the development over the next 20 to 50 years, but are also 
used for shorter time-horizons. In the present TIMES-Sweden model, time-granularity 
includes 12 time-steps (four seasons, which all are divided into day, night and a daily peak 
hour), using 5 years as time-step and having a time-horizon up to 2050. When all model 
assumptions are year-specific, all three time parameters are easily adjusted. In the end, the 
choice depends on the questions asked. Some of the options are as follows: 

• Time-granularity: yearly or combinations of hourly, day/night, weekly, monthly 
and seasonally. 

• Time-step: 1, 5 or 10 years; decide between applying the same time-step across the 
entire time-horizon and applying a shorter time-steps during the first periods and 
longer towards the end of the model horizon.  

• Time-horizon: the end date of the model; easy to change between modelling runs.  

5.4 Environmental aspects 

The TIMES model facilitates the analysis of emissions as commodities, treating them as 
similar to energy flows. In addition, so-called permits can be defined to track limited 
resources or negative non-emission impacts (such as biodiversity6). Permits can, for 
example, be applied on water-use, land-use and/or for accounting renewable energy 
carriers or energy-efficiency measures. Emissions and permits can be measured by weight, 
volume, number or any other parameter. Like energy and demand commodities, emissions 
and permits can be defined as input and output to processes, and can be included in a 
boundary equation. 

                                                 
6 Energy system model can certainly not capture the complexity of biodiversity, but if technology- specific 
biodiversity impact factors exist, they can be counted in the model.  
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5.5 Technology coverage and detail 

The technology coverage defines which kind of processes/technologies should be 
included in the model. Some models focus mainly on energy conversion technologies, 
where the main aim is to transform energy from one form to another (e.g. biomass to 
power and heat). Many models also include energy-intensive processes (e.g. production of 
iron- and steel). In theory, the models could also include non-energy related processes, 
such as the case of competition for commodities among non-energy industries and the 
energy sector (e.g. competition for wood) or in the case of alternative treatments of a 
commodity (e.g. municipal solid waste). Technology details define how many step of the 
process are included in the model. Iron- and steel production could, for example, be 
described by a single process, but by instead defining the industry by several process steps 
(ore → pellets → raw iron → crude steel → finished steel) the change between different 
technologies in each process step can be captured in the model. In TIMES-Sweden, the 
conversion to space heating is described by one process step, which includes losses in both 
conversion and in the local distribution system.  
 
TIMES models are by definition technology-rich, and can incorporate both existing and 
future technologies. All technologies can be assigned technical, economic and 
environmental parameters, and the model can consider technology learning. Technologies 
are commonly divided into four categories: 

- Demand-side technologies (including the possibility to define energy conservation 
measures) 

- Supply-side technologies (including conversion into secondary energy carrier) 

- Resource extraction technologies 

- Infrastructure technologies 

5.6 Policy formulation  

Policy instruments can either be implemented as “command and control” or be designed to 
be market-based. Both kinds of instruments can be incorporated in a TIMES model. While 
the flexibility of the modelling structure makes it possible to “overlay” the policy 
formulation, it is useful to have the policy question in mind when defining the model 
structure. In the case of explorative scenarios, the analyzed policy instruments are imposed 
within the model; in normative scenarios (see 5.8), upper and lower boundaries can easily 
be defined on amiable technologies, desired energy efficiencies, emission caps, etc.  

5.7 Behavioral aspects 

TIMES-based models are designed to capture the decisions made on economic 
preferences; they are not, however, able to capture the complexity of social acceptance, 
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behavioral aspects and other factors (such as institutional barriers). Nevertheless, or maybe 
because of this, it is important to identify the underlying preferences of the decisions for 
inclusion in the model. Depending on the question asked, some behavior aspects can be 
reflected in the choice of discount rate, and/or by including a price-elasticity.  Ultimately, 
some decisions are better made exogenously – i.e. outside the optimization. 

5.8 Type of operation  

TIMES models can be used for different kinds of scenario analysis and approach different 
kinds of futures – explorative and normative. Three main types of operations can be 
analyzed: market simulation, system optimization and qualitative assessment. Some analyses 
call for other kinds of model approaches, such as agent-based models and system 
dynamics. There is also a possibility to “soft-link” the energy system model to other types 
(such as macroeconomic or spatial models) to consider aspects that cannot be captured 
within the energy system model. 

5.9 Economic system detail 

The economic system detail establishes the part of the economy that will be considered in 
the model, which is defined both by sectors and sector-divisions/segments. When the 
energy part of the economy is the primary driver for the supply of space heating, warm 
water and space cooling, an energy system model would be sufficient in analysing the 
future supply. Trade with non-energy commodities would not be considered in such a 
study.  

5.10 Trade links 

Both physical and economical trade links to the surrounding regions can be defined within 
the model; in the case of multi-regional models, trade among regions can be analyzed. The 
price of imported fossil fuels, such as oil and natural gas, will have an impact on 
competiveness among different heating sources, but domestic consumption is not likely to 
change the price on the global market. Thus the import price of fossil fuels can be given 
exogenous to the model. In contrast, the volume and thereby the price, of cross-border 
trade of electricity with neighboring countries is likely to change if the demand of electricity 
for heating and/cooling changes substantially. A significant uncertainty is the development 
in neighboring countries, which is outside the scope of a national analysis. A third 
alternative would be to handle cross-border trade in an extensive sensitivity analysis. 

5.11 Innovation and R&D effects 

Implementing endogenous technology learning enables energy system models to partly 
capture innovation and R&D (research and development) effects. However, this calls for 
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supplementary analysis – both when conceptualizing the real system into a model and when 
analysing the result – falls outside the scope of this study. 

6 Model specification: long-term analysis  
Taking as a starting point the identified model characteristics outlined in Chapter 5, this chapter now 
proposes a desirable model specification for long-term scenario analysis.  
 
When identifying the model structure, we aim to ensure “sufficient” model representation 
of the studied system while also facilitating a transparent scenario analysis with a strong 
emphasis on visualizing the underlying assumptions. A sufficient model representation is 
characterized by having considered the five key aspects, identified by Churchman (1968): i) 
the system's overall objectives and performance measures for the system as a whole; ii) the 
system's components, including their activities, goals and performance measures; iii) the 
system’s environment, i.e. the fixed constraints that cannot be influenced; iv) the system's 
resources, i.e. resources available to the system;  and v) the management of the system, i.e. 
those who design the system plans. Here, we describe each of the model characteristics 
outlined in Chapter 5, having in mind/by considering Churchman’s key aspects of 
describing and approaching the system, while also setting out individual proposals for the 
residential and services sectors.   

6.1 System characteristics 

6.1.1 System boundaries 

We begin setting system boundaries by dividing the modelling proposal into residential 
sector and service sector. In both cases, we will focus on the demand connected to the 
building, with a strong emphasis on space heating and cooling. Other kinds of demand, 
such as refrigeration and lighting, will be appropriately considered, acknowledging that the 
relevant demand can be linked to the building itself and how it is used. In residential, for 
example, domestic hot water demand will reflect the number of occupants per dwelling and 
the volume of the refrigerator might be related to size of the house. In services, a school 
that operates during week days only, will have a different demand profile than a hospital, 
which runs energy-intensive equipment 24/7.   
 
Sector division: residential  
 
Dwelling type: Swedish energy statistics on final energy consumption are divided into two 
main types of residences; one- and two-dwelling buildings and multi-dwelling buildings 
(SEA, 2013a; SEA, 2013b). Information is also available for buildings in different regions 
and/or temperature zones and for different year-built. These data are based on 
“representative” houses and not statistically derived from the complete buildings stock; 
still, such data are useful for modelling purposes.  
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The Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning (SNBH) has additional 
information regarding specific building characteristics (see e.g. SNBH, 2014), but only for 
specific houses7 and not for the entire house stock. Nevertheless, the information can be 
used as average type-house and up-scaled on an aggregated level. Characteristic parameters 
for which data are available include:  

• Size: Eurostat recommends dividing size into the following five categories: 
detached, attached and semi-detached houses, and low- or high-rise apartment 
buildings (Eurostat, 2013). This categorization is based on factors affecting the 
energy consumption. Considering that Swedish statistics are mainly available under 
the categories of one- and two-dwelling buildings and multi-dwelling buildings, and 
that many other parameters affect the future supply of energy to the residential 
sector, we find it sufficient (at this stage) to describe buildings with only two sizes.  

Proposal: Dwellings should be divided into single-family and multi-family dwellings.  

• Occupants: The number of persons in the household will have a direct impact on 
demand for domestic hot water, cooking, etc. The model should recognize, 
however, that the number of occupants is likely to change over time.  

Proposal: We don’t see the need for defining specific buildings based on the number of 
residents/inhabitants. Rather, assumptions about future population and people per household 
should be used as underlying assumptions when estimating characteristics such as future domestic 
hot water demand.  

• Energy performance: Dwelling-specific information on energy performance, 
measured in kWh/m2 Atemp, and specified per energy carrier, is available at SNBH 
and SEA. This captures roughly the U-value of the building if the (final) bought 
energy is converted into useful energy need. In SNBH (2014), the performance 
related to the temperature zone and building year can be derived, which is not 
possible in the official energy statistics from SEA. Combining the two sources 
provides sufficient information about the energy performance of different buildings 
such that available data do not hinder the sufficient modelling representation.  

Proposal: Dwellings should be divided based on energy performance. We therefore propose to have 
the building archetypes defined by the energy performance. The exact number of archetype buildings 
is still to be decided. This will have an impact on the heating profile, and on the analysis of future 
potential building standards. 

• Window thermal performances: Different windows exhibit substantial 
differences in energy leakage and solar heat transmittance, which affects the overall 
heating demand. Even when this is captured in the energy performance, it doesn’t 
necessary add any information to the analysis on future heating supply. 
Nevertheless, if energy efficiency measures are included in the analysis, information 
about window performance is useful.  

                                                 
7 Based on property and/or energy declaration. 
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Proposal: We don’t see the need to define specific buildings based on window thermal performances. 
We do acknowledge that information about window thermal performance is useful, when it can 
help to identify potential energy efficiency based on a change of windows. The information about 
window thermal performance could be included as secondary information in the definition of 
building archetypes. 

• Year-built: Statistics Sweden has data on year-built for the entire house stock, 
which shows a strong correlation to average energy performance. Thus, the year-
built should be reflected in the residential sector division.  

Proposal: Instead of defining dwellings based on energy performance, dwellings could be divided 
based on year-built. Each time-period could be defined with a certain energy performance.  

• Ventilation system within the building: Ventilation for a particular dwelling 
comprises some or all of the following elements: natural air supply, mechanical air 
exhaust, mechanical air supply and exhaust, and heat recovery ventilation (HRV). 
The kind of ventilation does not affect the overall energy supply to the building, 
but the information is still of relevance when there are studies showing that 
buildings with natural ventilation  today have too little change of air – an increase in 
change of air would result in an increasing heat demand.   

Proposal: We propose to include the information about ventilation type in the definition of building 
archetypes, while only as a secondary information. 

• Space heating distribution systems within the building: The existing heating 
distribution system defines the cost of different heating devices. Many heating 
options presuppose a central heating distribution system, which is in the same 
magnitude as the heating device, the faced investment  cost for those technologies 
will therefore be very different if there exist a central heating distribution system or 
not. The temperature of the distribution media (high temperature, low temperature 
or floor heating) will determine the efficiency of the heating device, in particular for 
heat pumps. The availability of reliable data on existing heating distribution system 
is scares; however, using representative values are better than neglecting the 
differences.  

Proposal: We propose to have the building archetypes defined by the existing central heating 
distribution system. This is one of the main changes from present description in TIMES-Sweden. 

• Space cooling distribution systems within the building: Distributions systems 
for cooling within the building are negligible today, but may become a more 
prevalent option in future particularly for multi-family dwellings. 

Proposal: We propose to include the information about space cooling distribution system only in the 
definition of future multi-family dwellings. 
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• Space heating and cooling distribution systems connected to the building: 
This is obviously important to define when it is possible to invest in grid-based 
heating and cooling systems. As a characteristic to model, it can also be dealt with 
by boundaries on maximum supply. The connection cost to a distribution system is 
usually a large part of new heating devices, which makes it relevant to include in the 
model representation. The most important distribution systems, apart from 
electricity, are: district heating, gas-grid and (district cooling). 

Proposal: We propose that the definition of the archetypes includes information about existing and 
potential space heating and cooling distribution systems connected to the building. This can be 
defined as share of connected dwellings within each archetype, and doesn’t have to define a separate 
archetype.  

• Existing heating device: Heating devices are expected to evolve in the future; 
accurately reflecting this evolution is one of the most crucial choices to incorporate 
in the energy system model. But several challenges arise in this regard. Existing data 
is based on existing systems.  The timing at which new installments are needed will 
affect the future choices, but existing technology will not determine the choice. 
Rather, the device choice will depend on the distribution system that exists at the 
time of change. The choice of heating device is less crucial than the existing 
distribution systems within and to the building; thus, heating device as a 
characteristic can be dealt with by boundaries. In a regional or city model, however, 
including existing local heating devices would enhance the analysis. Example on 
local heating devices: Local heating: electric radiators/resistance, electric-floor-
heating, wood-stove, solar heating. 

Proposal: We propose that the definition of the archetypes includes information about existing 
heating device. This can be defined as share of the dwellings within each archetype, and doesn’t 
have to define a separate archetype.  

• Accumulator and/or seasonal heat storage: Accumulator reflects the short-term 
(daily) heat storage for domestic hot water (DHW) and longer (weekly up to 
seasonal) heat storage for both DHW and heating demand. This parameter is not 
available for the existing building stock. It would be a valuable parameter to 
introduce as an energy efficiency measure and as an option for new build. In the 
most devolved stage, it could be divided in various sizes. This is, however, less 
important in the representation of existing buildings for long-term scenario 
analysis. Storage should be reflected in the technology database, but no immediate 
need is seen in the residential sector. 

Proposal: No conclusion could be drawn. To be further investigated. 

• Non-heating and cooling demand that can/should be defined are determined by 
well-defined appliance groups with potential energy savings, such has refrigerator, 
washing machines and lighting. This could facilitate the analysis of energy efficiency 
improvements. Cooking is also an appliance which often is treated separately when 
it in addition to electricity can be supplied by gas. The existing data availability on 
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appliance level is scarce; existing studies only include very limited numbers of 
households. Nevertheless, the modelling structure is easily implemented in the 
model and can easily be activated when reliable data is available. The availability of 
data per archetype is even more scarce, which gives incentive to describe the 
demands separately from the building archetypes. The choice between describing 
the non-heating and cooling demands as a part of the building archetypes or as 
separate demand segments will differ depending on your regional focus. An urban 
study with a focus of the individual households will benefit from having all demand 
within the building archetypes, and having the archetypes also defined by different 
household types (different family constellations, different behavior patterns etc.). 
While a national study would benefit from refining the complexity of the archetypes 
and having non-heating and cooling demands separately described. 

Proposal: In line with present structure in TIMES-Sweden and JRC-EU-TIMES, we propose 
the following demands; lighting, cooking, refrigeration, clothe washing, clothe drying, dish washing, 
other electric appliances and other energy. Whether describing the non-heating and cooling demand 
as a part or separately from the building archetype will depend on the focus of the study. 

 
Sector division: services 

The services sector is much more diverse than the residential sector, and data availability on 
the sector details is sparse. As a consequence, the services sector is often roughly 
represented in energy system models; in the European TIMES models, for example, the 
entire services sector is represented only by “large” and “small” services and TIMES-
Sweden uses only by one category to represent the entire sector. Although we have not 
been able to complete the investigation of a desirable model representation within this 
study, we discuss below some conclusions drawn about important characteristic 
parameters: 

• Main activity: By dividing the services sector into schools, offices, healthcare 
facilities and retail premises more than 80 % of the total heated area within the 
sector is covered (SEA, 2013c, Table 2.7).  

Proposal: We propose to divide the service sector into six categories: schools, offices, healthcare 
facilities, retail premises and others. The focus should be on identifying the differences in demand 
pattern and in energy services (the share between cooling, heating, etc.).  

• Size: The kind of energy services/needs and the energy demand profile will differ 
not only due to main activity (as discussed above) but also due to size. A small shop 
will have very different demand than a shopping mall; a small health centre will 
have very different demand than a hospital which runs energy-intensive equipment 
24/7. Another reason for differentiating between large and small services is that the 
investment costs vary significantly between small and large units, especially in the 
case of combined heat and power, which mainly is cost-beneficial at large 
establishments but rarely a cost-efficient option for small businesses.  

Proposal: If the necessary data can be attained, the main activity (as proposed above) should be 
divided into large and small establishments. 
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• Energy performance: Building specific information on energy performance, based 
on activity, is broadly available (SEA, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010). Some additional 
information might be available in SNBH/GRIPEN, but we have not been able to 
look into the database.  

Proposal: The data available in SEA should be used as a starting point, to define energy 
performance of each of the activities. Further investigation is needed. 

• Year-built: Information on when buildings were constructed is particularly 
important when undertaking a local model. We have not found a reliable source for 
the connection between energy performance and year-built for the services sector. 
However, data available suggest a relation between energy performance and year-
built for schools and offices.  

Proposal: Year-built might have an impact on offices and schools. Further investigation is needed. 

• Ventilation system within the building: Ventilation for a particular services 
building comprises some or all of the following elements: natural ventilation, 
mechanical air exhaust, mechanical air supply and exhaust, and heat recovery 
ventilation (HRV.) Unlike for the residential sector, ventilation will have an impact 
on the total energy demand however we have not concluded with in a particular 
proposal. 

Proposal: We propose to include the information about ventilation type in the definition of services 
sector divisions. Further investigation is needed in order to identify relevant divisions. 

• Space heating distribution systems within the building: The Swedish service 
sector is dominated by district heating. In 2011, 78% of the total energy used for 
space and hot water derived from district heating (SEA, 2013c). Thus, a significant 
high share of central heating distribution systems is present within the buildings, 
and the division between buildings with or without central heat distribution systems 
is less important compared with the residential sector. 

Proposal: Given the high rate of district heating for the services sector in Sweden, we propose to 
focus on identifying type of activity, size and year-built rather than to identify whether or not 
buildings have central space heating distribution system.  

• Space cooling distribution systems within the building: There is a need for 
space cooling in most kinds of buildings within the services sector. District cooling 
is put forward as an option to reduce greenhouse gases, thus it is essential that a 
services sector model can capture the future potential of district cooling. While 
space heating distribution systems are mainly water-based, space cooling can be 
distributed either through ventilation shafts or through closed water loops. 

Proposal: We propose to include information about space cooling distribution system in the 
representation of the services sector. 
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• Space heating and cooling distribution systems connected to the building: 
This is obviously important to define when it is possible to invest in grid-based 
heating and cooling systems. As a characteristic to model, it can also be dealt with 
by boundaries on maximum supply. The connection cost to a distribution system is 
usually a large part of new heating devices, which makes it relevant to include in the 
model representation. The most important distribution systems, a part from 
electricity, are: district heating, gas-grid and district cooling. 

Proposal: We propose to in the definition of the services sectors include information about existing 
and potential space heating and cooling distribution systems connected to the buildings. This can be 
defined as present and future potential share of connected buildings within each service sector, and 
doesn’t have to define a separate service.  

• Existing heating device: Information about existing heating device is mainly 
important for identifying the share of buildings connected with district heating and 
buildings with a central heating system. In addition, knowledge about present oil 
consumption for heating, will define the potential carbon cuts from shift in energy 
carrier for heating within the service sector. Consequently, there is no need for the 
sector division to capture the existing heating device per see.  

Proposal: We propose that information of existing heating device can be included as additional 
information, but it should not determine the sector break-down.  

Existing and future power back-up: There is a need for power back-up in for 
example hospitals and for cooling of data-servers. The demand for power back-up 
is not likely to change the yearly demand for electricity, and is not likely to have a 
significant environmental impact even if it in general is based on oil. In the future 
existing power back-up, can play an important role to balance intermittent energy 
resources, such as wind and solar. In the future those units might be used more 
frequent, having a greater environmental impact, and the intensive for investing in 
power back-up might increase, demanding a bigger variety of technologies in the 
model database and including not only the possibility of buying electricity but also 
including the possibility of selling exceeding power to the electricity grid.  

Proposal: This issue needs to be further investigated. 

 

6.1.2 Spatial dimension 

Demand for space heating and cooling depends on the outdoor temperature. If the future 
choice among different heating and cooling devices becomes independent of the outdoor 
temperature, this can be captured in the assumed future development of demand for useful 
energy. However, the coefficient of performance factor of heat pumps and the “energy-
match” between solar thermal heating and demand8 will differ within the country. A 
                                                 
8 Normally the solar thermal heating production is dimensioned to cover the domestic hot water demand 
during summer in order to not get an over production of heat. Utilizing a larger thermal storage will make a 
larger solar thermal plant possible. 
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division of temperature zones is built into the Swedish Building Regulations, defining the 
energy performance of different regions; however this is going to be revised. The new 
building code will include four temperature zones. Local indicators have also been 
discussed earlier on. The appropriate number of different temperature zones in the model 
representation, will therefore differ depending on the focus of the study – local or national. 
An example of temperature zones in Sweden is illustrated in Figure 6.1.  
 
Electricity price is another factor that will affect the choice among different heating and 
cooling devices. Sweden is today divided into four price areas (Figure 6.1). One could argue 
that the free market will level out the prices within Sweden, as an effect of power plants 
being installed in regions with higher prices and demand moving to areas with lower prices. 
This doesn’t happen by itself, however; it is important to acknowledge that policies will 
stimulate this move, which can be captured by an energy system model. The choice of 
heating and cooling device could help this shift – if found economically beneficial from an 
overall system perspective. 
 

 
Sources: Left = SEA, 2013d; right = SEA, 2013e. 
Figure 6.1: Sweden’s temperature zones (left) and electricity spot price regions (right) 
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6.1.3 Time frame 

In representing the future energy system, the element of time comes into play on three 
scales:   
 
Time-granularity reflects the importance of capturing seasonal variations in demand due 
to differences in outdoor temperature (large differences in heat demand between winter, 
spring/autumn and summer) and due to behavior aspects (most people sleep during 
nighttime). For long-term scenario analysis, it is also important that the sector model can 
communicate with other long-term models. This is made easier if they share the same time-
granularity. The time-granularity in different long-term models is compared in Table 6.1.  
 
Time-step: As no immediate changes are anticipated in the sectors’ energy demand during 
the next year, there is no need to have small time-steps during the first years. Furthermore, 
changes that do occur in this sector happen relatively slowly; hence, five years as a time-
step will be adequate to capture the changes. 
Times-Horizon: Long-term scenario analysis is often referred to 30 to 50 years ahead.  

Table 6.1 Time-granularity in different models 

 
TIMES-
Sweden 

JRC-EU-
TIMES (JET) MARKAL_Nordic Nordic ETP 

Seasons 

W: 16/11-15/03 
Sp: 16/03-31/05 
Su. 01/06-30/08 
F: 31/08-15/11 

W: 16/11-14/03 
Sp: 15/03-31/05 
Su. 01/06-30/08 
F: 31/08-15/11 

W: Winter 
S: Summer 
I: Intermediate   

W: Winter 
Sp: Spring 
Su: Summer 
F: Fall 

Day/Night/Peak 
Day: 11 hours 
Night: 12 hours 
Peak: 1 hour 

Day: 11 hours 
Night: 12 hours 
Peak: 1 hour 

Day/Night 12 daily load 
segments 

 

W: Winter 
Sp: Spring 
Su: Summer 
F: Fall 

W: Winter 
Sp: Spring 
Su: Summer 
F: Fall 

  

6.1.4 Environmental aspects 

Environmental aspects from energy uses within R&S are mainly connected to climate 
impacts, but also extend to local emissions affecting the local air quality. The main 
greenhouse gas (GHG) is carbon dioxide (CO2), either directly from local heating devices 
based on oil or natural gas, or indirectly from use of electricity and/or district heating. 
Emissions connected to the energy conversion included in the sector model, will be a result 
from the model, while the emissions connected to electricity and district heating can be 
captured by including an emission factor on all use of electricity and district heating. The 
emission factors of electricity and district heating will in the end depend on the electricity 
and district heating demand, which partly is the result of the R&S sector model. Thus, it is 
important to sometimes either include the sector model in the national energy system 
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model (e.g. TIMES-Sweden) or to soft-link the R&S sector model with an national 
electricity and district heating model (e.g. MARKAL-Nordic and NETP).  
 
Another climate impact from the R&S sectors is the emissions of fluorinated GHGs from 
stationary refrigeration, mobile air-conditioning equipment and heat pumps (Table 1 in 
Gustafsson, 2011). District cooling is identified as a system that can reduce GHGs. Thus, 
we call for a more detailed representation of space cooling equipment in the sector model. 
 
In addition to the climate impacts, some energy uses within R&S are connected with 
regional and local pollution. In particular, small-scale wood combustion results in emission 
of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) which have a negative impact on ground-level 
ozone and resulting health implications. 
 
TIMES-Sweden includes the following emissions, which easily could be included in a 
sector model: carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulphur dioxide (SO2), 
inhalable particles (diameter < 2.5 μm [PM2.5]) and non-methane volatile organic 
compounds (NMVOC). In the model, emissions are captured by emission factors 
previously defined according to energy commodity and/or activity – depending on what 
causes the pollution. Emissions calculated by the model can be retrieved by emission, by 
technology and by sector. The external costs due to local emissions could be included in 
the optimization. The external cost for particles will, to a large degree, depend on 
concentration; as the correlation is not linear, it is often difficult to capture in the model. 
We would therefore recommend treating the environmental impacts of combustion outside 
the model based on calculated emissions.  

6.1.5 Technology detail 

Demand-side technologies  

• Heating and cooling: An energy model of the R&S sectors will by definition 
focus on demand-side technologies. Depending on the scope of the model – 
national or local – details of the demand-side technologies will differ. When the 
scope is national, the present TIMES-Sweden representation could be sufficient. In 
the model, each demand segment is represented by one step – by one energy 
conversion technology – that converts final energy into useful energy. The main 
difference between the proposed model structure and the present TIMES-Sweden 
model would be the number of building types and how the demand is defined. At a 
local scope, the details of the system are better known and the introduction of 
several process steps is adequate. Including the heating/cooling distribution system 
within the building and to separate between central heating and room specific 
heating devices.  

• Energy conservation measures: Demand-side technologies include the possibility 
to define energy conservation measures (ECM). Evidence shows that the 
investments costs and energy efficiency gains derived from implementing two 
ECMs are, in general, lower than the sum of each ECM individually, we propose to 
define a limited number of ECM packages and/or archetypes. 
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Supply side technologies (conversion into secondary energy carrier) 

• A sector model does not need to capture supply side. Nevertheless, its results will 
depend on output form supply-side models. Several models exist that can provide 
reliable information on the supply of biomass (e.g. BeWhere Sweden) or on 
electricity and district heating (e.g. TIMES-Sweden and MARKAL-Nordic). At 
present, however, no models are available that represent the supply-side 
technologies for district cooling on a national level. 

Infrastructure technologies  

• Similar as for supply side technologies, infrastructure technologies do not 
necessarily need to be detailed described within the sector model, but different 
from the supply side technologies the infrastructure should be partly described 
within the model. When the main part of the district heating costs is already 
included in the model, the representation of district heating can be described mainly 
with operational and fuel costs. To better capture the energy supply to meet the 
future demand for cooling, it is necessary analyse how district cooling infrastructure 
could be captured in a national energy system model. 

Resource extraction technologies  

• While many models include the analysis of the resource extraction technologies that 
comprise part of the energy supply chain, this is not applicable for representing the 
R&S sectors. 

6.1.6 Policy formulation  

In addition to energy and environmental policies, the residential and services sectors are 
regulated by building standards. There are various ways of dividing the energy demand for 
energy performance ratings in legislations and in green labeling criteria. The Swedish 
National Board of Housing define the  minimum energy performance in new building 
based on delivered energy for space heating, hot water and energy use for building 
operation (fans, pumps, elevators). The minimum energy performance indicator varies for 
buildings with electrical heating systems9 (55 kWh/m2) and buildings with non-electrical 
heating systems (90 kWh/m2). The indicator varies for 3 different temperature zones10. 
Buildings with a high demand of ventilation can have a higher energy demand. A recent 
devolved standard have divided Swedish buildings into an A-G scale (like in Eco design 
criteria) where A is 50 % of the minimum energy performance according to SNBH and G 
is 170 %. The EU legislation (EP and EC, 2010) differs from the Swedish energy 
performance standard by, for example, defining the energy performance by primary energy 
use instead of the delivered energy to the building.  

                                                 
9 Electric heating system are defined by having above 10 W installed capacity/m2 Atemp 
10 The Swedish National Board of Housing has in 17th of June 2014 published the 21th edition of the 
Swedish building code. Among other the updates are the more important; the minimum energy performance 
is divided into four climate zones instead of three, residential buildings are divided into one- and two-dwelling 
buildings and multi-dwelling buildings and about 10 % decreased of the minimum energy performance for 
new built. 
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There is an ongoing discussion regarding the definition of future buildings standard. It is 
therefore important that the R&S sector model can capture different kinds of buildings 
archetypes and that the model can facilitate the analysis of both primary, delivered/final 
energy and useful energy. In addition, the model should be able to capture energy efficiency 
improvements by for example change of lighting and major renovation plans. 

6.2 Proposed approach – Residential sector  

Since the service sector is more incomplete, in terms of data availability, we have focused 
the structure on the residential sector. The same approach can be applied to the service 
sector. 
 
We propose a wider system boundary of the residential sector compared to that used in 
TIMES-Sweden and in the European TIMES models. Instead of inserting the useful 
demand for space heating/cooling and domestic hot water to the model (as in present 
TIMES-Sweden, see Appendix C: TIMES-Sweden), we propose to insert the demand for 
dwellings (Figure 6.2). In order to capture different investment condition, a set of building 
archetypes will be defined based on different characteristics. Size and energy performance 
will define the energy demand and profile, while the existing central heating system within 
the building and the connected distribution systems to the building, will determine the 
choice between different technologies (facing different efficiencies measures and 
investments costs). 
  

 
Figure 6.2 Main structure of the Residential sector (previous structure in TIMES-Sweden inside blue 
line) 
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In the model the share between archetypes can either be fixed or flexible. The modelling 
result from the fixed alternative will be similar to the result from TIMES-Sweden,11 even 
though the modelling structures differ. Making the underlying assumptions more visible 
would, however, increase transparency in the analysis. The alternative of letting the model 
select the breakdown of house archetypes will facilitate an analysis of cost-efficient choices 
between close-to-zero dwellings and dwellings with slightly higher energy demand.  
 
Some example of the attributes defined in each archetype is summarized in Table 6.2, 
together with information about how the specific attribute affect other parameters and 
choices in the model. 

Table 6.2. Archetype attributes and their impacts on other parameters in the model. 
Note: All attributes should be given in average values per 1000 dwelling. 

Attribute: Impact on other parameters in the model: 
Size (m2) 
 

Will define the demand of space heating and lighting, etc. 
 

Occupants  
(persons per household) 

Will define the demand of domestic hot water, other electricity, etc.  
  

Energy performance Will define the demand and demand profile of space heating. 
Temperature zone Will define the demand and demand profile of space heating. 
Existing space heating 
distribution system within 
the building 

Will determine feasible technologies and associated cost and efficiency. 

Existing distribution 
system connected to the 
building 

Will determine feasible technologies and their cost. I.e. heat exchangers are only 
feasible in areas with district heating, and dwellings that are not already 
connected will face a grid-installation cost in addition to the heat-exchanger 
when investing in district heating (in contrast to dwelling already connected that 
only have to replace their heat-exchanger at the end of its technological life 
time). 
 

Existing window 
performance 

Will determine the potential for energy efficiency. 
 

Existing ventilation 
system 

Will determine the potential increase of energy demand due to increased air-
turn-over and potential and cost for energy efficiency measures.  

 
In Figure 6.3 a proposed alternative structure of the space heating service demand 
depending on archetype buildings can be seen. In this case only one space heating 
technology is presented together with three alternative internal distribution systems for two 
different archetype buildings. The main difference from the present structure in TIMES 
Sweden is that the assumptions for the existing and future space heating service demand 
will be more transparent since it is depending  on development of the archetype buildings. 
The properties of the building stock in terms of; building envelope and window 
performance, ventilation system and distribution system within the building will be known 
for a specific scenario. 

                                                 
11 In TIMES-Sweden the useful demand of heating and domestic hot water given to the model is already 
today based on an expected growth of dwellings based on an assumed energy performance. 
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Figure 6.3 An alternative structure of the space heating service demand supplied by a specific heating 
technology used in the residential and service sector. Three different building internal heating 
distribution systems are included in this case (D1-D3) together with two different building archetypes (1-
2).  

6.3 Possible additional elements to incorporate – 
Building life cycle  

The proposed model structure aims to establish a model that can be used for energy-related 
policy analysis. Another aspect of the energy use in buildings is connected to the buildings 
themselves, which in addition to the energy use described earlier, includes both the material 
used for construction and the energy consumed during the building phase. Houses are 
today mainly based on concrete (cement) or wood (biomass). The cement industry is one 
of the most energy intensive industries within Europe whereas large-scale use of biomass is 
interfering with environmental goals such as maintaining biodiversity and carbon sinks. In 
near-zero buildings, the energy use during both materials production and the building 
phase accounts for an increasing share of the total life cycle energy use (Erlandsson, 2014).  
 
Two fundamentally different options are available for capturing material use in buildings: 
one is to specify the share of dwelling based on cement versus wood (exogenously 
described); the other is to make the choice between cement- and wood-based buildings part 
of the optimization (endogenously described). In the exogenous alternative, both energy 
and environmental impact factors can easily be allocated to each building type. The 
endogenous alternative incorporates material flows of cement and wood into the model. 
Increased demand for cement-based dwellings will drive up yearly demand for cement, 
while increased use of wood will play into the overall competition for biomass and land-use 
for biomass. In addition, alternative construction methods can be added to the model, for 
example, comparing materials and energy use of on-site construction versus pre-fabrication 
of building components in factory settings for on-site assembly. 
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Appendix A: Model inventory  
Table A.1. The table contains a short description of the studied models in the inventory and the corresponding references.  

Name and source Description Comments 

NETP or ETP (Nordic or Globally 
applied) IEA: Nordic Energy Technology 

Perspectives:  OECD/IEA 2013. 
Reference:  

Reference: IEA (2013) 

 
Primary a bottom-up approach with yearly output data 

connected to the community energy system. 
"Buildings (residential and commercial/services..." "split into 

residential and commercial sub-sectors…" 
Space heating demand is calculated using detailed data on 

building stock (including energy efficiency of different periods). 
Uses "regional climate conditions. 

" GHG emissions are calculated based on IEA sectorial approach 
for CO2 emissions from fuel combustion; the EDGAR 4 database is 

used for other emissions. In general, estimates for emissions 
other than CO2 (CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, SF6) from fuel combustion 

are subject to significantly larger uncertainties..." 
"income, population, urbanization data and services value added 
to project floor space per capita as well as activity levels such as 

cooking, appliance ownership and energy efficiency." 
The NETP analysis acknowledges those policies that are already 

implemented or committed In the short term. 
The analysis and modelling aim to identify the most economical 

way for society to reach the desired outcome. 

Clear from documentation what is included, 
but less clear how modelled. In short: A 

number of assumptions on development are 
applied. Statistical distributions of the age of 

the building stock are used to model the 
energy performance somehow.  

NTU/SINTEF [No official name]: Energy 
demand in the Norwegian building 

stock: Scenarios on potential reduction 
Reference: Satori et al ( 2009) 

Seems to be a prototype bottom-up model applied in Norway. 
Output is only energy demand (economy is not addressed). Base 
on archetype structures from ECBCS, 2004. Stock aggregation, in 

Annex31—Energy related environmental impact of buildings. 
Combines energy class (modified with respect to EN 15217, 2007) 

and heating carriers share form archetype. 
Scenarios are developed by applying assumed development of 
building areas (new construction, renovation and demolition). 

Inspiring example of how to create building 
archetype models based on statistics and 

already defined building classes. 
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Two sectors are defined: the residential sector, comprising all 
categories of residential buildings, and the service sector, 

comprising all other categories. 
One basic assumption made here is that a consistent and 

enduring change in the net energy demand of a building can be 
achieved only when a building undergoes major renovation, i.e. 
extensive works that can change the thermal performance of its 
envelope. Thus a building, or rather a generic square meter, is 

represented by a certain energy class from the moment it is built 
until it is eventually renovated...The share of heating carriers is 

allowed to change regardless of (major) renovation activity. 

PRIMES: (the National Technical 
University of Athens) 

 (NTUA) 
 

Reference: E3Mlab & National 
Technical University of Athens (NTUA). 

(2012 
Reference: Connolly et. al(2010) 

Reference: Söderholm et al. (2013) 

 
PRIMES has previously been used to create energy outlooks for 
the EU, develop a climate change action and renewable energy 

policy package for the EU and also, to analyses a number of 
different policies to reduce GHG in the EU25 by 2030. Finally, 
PRIMES has been used for several EU governments as well as 

private companies. 
The building sector is broken down by type of heating system 

(electricity or district heating). These systems are further 
subdivided by type of technology (existing and future). Each 

technology can run on different energy carriers (fuels), where the 
choice is made based on economic aspects. Household electricity 

is modelled in a separate module. 
The residential sector distinguishes five categories of dwelling. 
These are defined according to the main technology used for 

space heating. They may use secondary heating as well.  
PRIMES is organized in sub-tools, each one representing the 

behavior of a specific ‘demander’ and/or a ‘supplier’ of energy. 

Model approach is not clear in the collected 
documents. it is not sold to third parties. 

Instead, the tool is used within consultancy 
projects undertaken by NTUA and partners 

ECCABS: (Chalmers) A modelling 
strategy for energy, carbon, and cost 

assessments of building stocks  
 

A bottom-up model modelling a large number of archetype 
buildings with hourly data output on energy, CO2 and cost. 

Energy efficiency measures applied must be set by the user, as 
well as costs no optimization). Validated in research study. 

A detailed model with a simulation tool 
simulating a number of archetypes. Hourly 

data output. "Automatic" building data 
input" facilitate efficient simulation.  
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Reference: Mata et al. (2013) 
Reference: Mata & Sasic. (2009) 

Note: A Doctoral thesis by Mata 2014 
also available. 

Archetype buildings are created using a Matlab Simulink tool. The 
model is written to be generally applicable and, thus, does not 

have any embedded data. Designed to be used in arbitrary region 
or country. Comprise entire building stock (including the 

residential and services sectors). 

(A common European approach (TABULA) 
has recently been developed for deriving 

building typologies) 

MARKAL (PROFU and Chalmers) 
 

A general detailed optimizing bottom-up model generator. 
Technical development and controlling mechanism included. 

Coupled to community energy system. 
MARKAL_NORDIC is divided into Residential (Single and multi-

family) and commercial sector. The energy demand is dived into 
Electricity for appliances and energy for space heating ant hot 

water.  

Literature sources are limited for B&S sector. 

MAED-2 Model for Analysis 
of Energy Demand (IAEA) 
Reference: IAEA (2006) 

Bottom-up model Excel supported tool. Electricity demand 
output per hour. Up to ten different building types.  

Space heating, air conditioning, motive power, other thermal use, 
appliances, water heating cooking.  

socio-economic, technological, demographic development, 
population growth, inhabitants per dwelling, number of electrical 

appliances, market penetration of new technologies. 
Two scenarios are applied: socio economic and technical. 

The total energy demand for each end-use category is aggregated 
into four main “energy consumer” sectors: Industry (including 

Agriculture, Construction, Mining and Manufacturing), 
Transportation, Service and Household. 

Seems to be aimed for developing countries. 

The North Karelia [Finland Model] An 
engineering model for heating energy 

and emission 
Reference: Snäkin (2000) 

Bottom-up model for heating demand applied in North Karelia, 
Finland. Input data from building register.  

Municipally aggregated groups of buildings with similar heat 
consumption (19 municipalities=52 000 buildings divided in  4 163 

calculation units. 
Incorporates part of the society energy system. 

The model uses building areas, energy use statistics etc. Several 
so called units are calibrated including locally used bio fuel. 

 

Danish Elmodel Bolig: ElmodelBolig is used by the Danish Energy Agency as a tool for No literature accessible. 
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Reference: 
http://www.ens.dk/info/tal-

kort/fremskrivninger-analyser-
modeller/modeller 

prediction of the electricity demand for appliances. 30 different 
appliances is included and a the corresponding life length, 

frequency of use and installed capacity is included. A survey of 
over 2000 household is done every second year to update the 

tools 
 

WNRI Future energy demand - a 
Norwegian overview 

Reference: Rosenberg & Aamodt 
Espegren ( 2013) 

A bottom-up model using number of direct, indirect and response 
drivers:  

indirect drivers have been applied: 
Changes in environmental conditions (mainly outdoor 

temperature); demographic changes; economic considerations; 
technological development; and changes in terms of knowledge, 

attitude and preference 
 

Responds drivers: Information; taxation; regulations and 
economic support 

The "drivers approach" may serve as 
inspiration 

UK DeCarb-ABM - Modelling UK 
domestic energy and carbon 

emissions: an agent-based approach  
Reference: Natarajan et. al. 2011- 

"This paper reviews some existing models and highlights 
limitations of their common underlying methodologies. We argue 

that a radically different, integrated, approach is required to 
tackle these challenges and ensure that 

the modelling remain robust and able to meet future demands. 
We suggest that Agent Based Modelling (ABM) is a suitable 

candidate modelling paradigm to achieve an integrated modelling 
framework. 

Looks like a new approach. Not investigated 
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Appendix C: TIMES-Sweden 
TIMES-Sweden is an energy system model covering all parts of the Swedish energy system. The 
model was first developed within two European projects and then further developed by Krook-
Riekkola. TIMES-Sweden is based on the TIMES model generator. TIMES is an acronym for 
The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System, and is developed within ETSAP. The main 
characteristics are common for all models based on the TIMES model generator, while the 
assumed data and how they are connected is unique for the specific model (some data are shared 
between models). This section is divided as follow: Firstly, the model characteristics are described 
in contrast to other kind of models (both TIMES in general and TIMES-Sweden specific). 
Secondly, each of the main assumptions are described (TIMES in general). Thirdly, the main data 
sources are described (TIMES-Sweden specific). Finally some examples of results are presented 
(TIMES-Sweden specific). 

Model Characteristics 

There are many ways of categorizing energy models. This section uses different ways of categorizing models in order 
to describe the model. Some characteristics are common for all TIMES models, while some are specific for 
TIMES-Sweden.  
 
Energy systems model: Energy system models when the model includes several sectors, unlike 
sector models that focus of the interaction within one sector/one part of the energy system. This 
facilitates that analysis of competition of secondary energy carrier, such as electricity and district 
heating, and limited resources, such as biomass.  
 
Optimization model: A TIMES model “compute a partial equilibrium on energy markets”. Or 
more specific, the model computes both the flows of each energy carrier and each material as 
well as their price for each time-period and at every stage of the energy system. The described 
energy system usually includes primary energy forms, secondary energy forms and energy 
services. Mathematically, the model maximize the surplus, or more precisely cost minimize the 
negative surplus which is named the “total system cost”. The objective is therefore to minimize 
the discounted total cost of the system over the entire modelling period. All cost components are 
appropriately discounted to the specific year. (Loulou et al., 2005). 
 
Bottom-up model: In the past there where an explicit distinction between bottom-up models 
and top-down models. Bottom-up models were “technology rich” energy system models 
describing the technology system from the details giving aggregated answers, unlike the top-down 
“economic” models that used aggregated statistical data in order to show trends about the details. 
Today the differences are less distinct. Many economic models have detail information about the 
energy system (bottom-up features) and many energy system models uses aggregated data as 
assumptions (top-down features).  
 
Technology rich: The model fundamentally calculates the optimal allocation of energy carrier 
and mix of technologies. At present the TIMES-Sweden data-base contains 746 different end-use 
technologies to meet 90 different end-uses. The data-base also includes 157 different CHP 
technologies (industrial, district heating and small-scale), 93 other power plants and 120 heat 
plants. In addition, there are 135 mining and trade processes and more than 600 different 
processes which contain both physical industrial processes (i.e. blast oxygen furnace) and 
‘artificial’ energy conversion processes (i.e transforming biomass into biomass for industrial use, 
there is no actual change of the fuel, the process is instead used for allocating taxes and 
subventions on a sector level and to facilitate a transparent result analysis). 
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Energy-Economic: Both economic and technical aspects are considered in the model. The 
optimization calculates a partial equilibrium. 
 
Partial equilibrium: The model calculates the equilibrium between demand and supply of 
energy – the model considers only a part of the market to attain equilibrium and is thereby 
defined as a partial equilibrium model. When TIMES-Sweden contains both supply and demand 
sectors, the model is able to capture the competition of energy carrier within and between 
sectors. As a consequence, the final energy consumption, presented in the statistics, is an output 
of the model. There is also a possibility to include a demand elasticity, which allows the demand 
to decrease if the price of meeting the given demand is very high. However the model does not 
include the competition between spending money on energy related services/goods compared 
with spending money on other services/goods, which is the case for a general equilibrium model. 
 
Dynamic: The model is dynamic, when it objective function is optimized over time. The 
decisions in one time-period will have an impact on the following time-periods. Unlike a static 
model which give a photo-snap of the situation. 
 
Perfect foresight: The objective function minimize the discounted total system cost, which 
indirect assumes full information over time, hence that all information about future prices, 
policies and technologies are known from year one. 
 
Time-dimension: The time-dimension is flexible in TIMES, both with respect to last year in the 
model (time horizon), the length of each period (time step) and the division within the year (time 
granularity). Time step and time granularity can vary over the modelling period. The first 
modelling years – when much information is available – can for example be split by weeks and 
applying 1 year as time step, while later years – when the uncertainty is larger – can be split by 
season and applying 5-10 years as time step. In TIMES-Sweden each year is divided into 12 time-
steps; four seasons, which all are divided into day, night and a daily peak hour.  The presence 
version of TIMES-Sweden has data until 2050, but this can easily be prolonged. 
 
Regional coverage: The regional coverage is defined by the system boundary and unique for 
each model. TIMES-Sweden focuses on Sweden with aggregated national data. Some larger 
industries are divided into local sights, such as the iron and steel industry. One could consider 
dividing some sectors into regions instead of national data, like the demand for space heating, 
where the heating profile over the year differs depending on where the demand is located. 

Main assumptions 

A typical TIMES model consist of five different types of assumptions; energy service demand, 
primarily resource potential, policy settings techno-economic parameters and environmental 
parameters. Common for all assumptions is that they can differ between scenarios and that 
figures can be given for each time-period as well as for each time-step. 
 
Energy service demand: The demand is driving the model. The choice of demand segments 
will depend on the system boundary. The demand is not restricted to energy demand. In the case 
of modelling the entire energy system, the demand is typically defined as services or products. 
Example of demand segments are; demand for steel in Mtonnes (the industry sector), demand for 
space heating in multi-family houses (the residential sector) and demand for short distance travels 
in vehicles in Million Person km (the transport sector). The demand is defined for each modelling 
year, by a demand projection, either by an annual demand or with a profile representing that the 
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demand differs during the year. The demand projection is usually based on official figures or 
calculated based on key drivers. Demand projections based on drivers can either be calculated 
outside the model or within the model. Drivers that will define the development of the demand 
from today and beyond (the past will be based on statistical data). Population, GDP, GDP per 
capita, Sector GDP, number of households, people per household are all examples of drivers. 
The drivers are externally obtained, either from other models or accepted sources. The drivers 
can easily be changed between scenarios. (Loulou et al., 2005). In addition there is a demand 
elasticity feature in TIMES that can make the demand respond to price changes or other 
changing conditions between the reference scenario and an alternative scenario.  
 
Primarily resource potential: Limited energy and material resources can be defined by multi-
stepped supply curves for each time period as well as cumulative potential over time. The latter is 
useful when endogenously modelling the annual use of oil reserves. The number of steps in the 
supply curve is flexible; each step represents how much that is available at a certain cost. The 
resource potential also includes restrictions on import and export of energy commodities and 
materials.  
 
Techno-economic parameters: Technologies or processes are nodes with defined input and 
output, in which commodities are transformed into new commodities. This holds for all 
processes except, import, mining and resource processes (which only have output) and export 
processes (which only have input). Technologies can be divided into technologies that exist, base-
year technologies, and technologies available for the model to choose from. All technologies can 
be defined by techno parameters such as efficiency (can be defined per activity as well as per 
commodity), availability (defined annual and/or time-step), and contribution to peak-equation. 
Examples of economic parameters are investments costs, fixed and variable operation and 
maintenance cost, taxes and subsidies (can be defined per activity as well as per commodity). All 
parameters can be changed over time. There is also a possibility to include a demand constraint. 
 
Environmental parameters: There is a possibility to define emissions as commodities in 
TIMES, which are treated similar as energy flows. In addition, so called permits can be defined to 
a keep track on limited resources or on negative non-emission impacts (such as biodiversity12). 
Permits can for example be applied on, water-use, land-use, and/or accounting amiable targets 
like renewable energy or energy-efficiency measures. Emissions and permits can be measured in 
weight, volume, number or whatever makes sense. Like energy and demand commodities, 
emissions and permits can be defined as input and output to processes, and can be included in 
boundary equations. 
 
Policy settings: The policy definition will differ between scenarios. The technology richness of 
TIMES makes it possible to define taxes, substitutes, markets and target on technology level, thus 
facilitate the analysis of micro measures. For instance, technology portfolios, targeted subsidies to 
groups of technologies, white certificates. Though, when applying a micro level policy on a wider 
market, it is crucial that the same detail and data accordance consist in all sectors included in the 
policy. By including a large part of the entire energy system enables the analysis of broader policy 
targets. For instance environmental and energy taxes, climate target, permit trading system (green 
electricity certificate system and EU ETS). All taxes and subsidies and targets, can be implied on 
commodity, technology and/or sector level. Policies can also target the attitude toward specific 
technologies, for example, the future installed capacity of nuclear power. The main policies 
introduced in TIMES-Sweden reference scenario are: energy and environmental taxes, EU ETS 

                                                 
12 Energy system model can certainly not capture the complexity of biodiversity, but biodiversity be counted in the 
model, if there exists technology specific biodiversity impact factors.  
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scheme (exogenously given prices) and the electricity certificate market to promote electricity 
from renewable energy sources (endogenously by defining quotas).  

Main data sources 

The model is being continuously updated, and the same sources will therefore not be accurate for all papers. Below 
references refer to the most recent version of the model. 
 
Demand projections: The demand projection takes stand point at the existing demand in year 
2000. Existing demand is based on statistics, from i.e. Eurostat, Statistics Sweden, and Swedish 
Energy Agency. The demand for years that have passed, are continuously updated when statistics 
are made available. Projection drivers original derive from GEM-E313, a European CGE model, 
which has been individual adjusted when the projections diverged too much from the statistics of 
past years (2001, 2005 and 2010). The drivers have in a recent study instead been linked to the 
EMEC, a Swedish CGE model, see Paper VI. However more research is needed with respect to 
the correlation between economic growth and demand growth. 
 
Energy Balance: Base years data are based on Eurostat data that are validated and when needed 
updated with official national statistics. The main sources for the energy data in TIMES-Sweden 
are Statistics of Sweden, the Swedish Energy Agency and Nordel14.  
 
Technology database: A database contains techno-economic assumptions about future 
technologies for each sector. The database was originally created as an international cooperation 
within the NEEDS project and thereafter further improved in the RES2020 project 
(www.cres.gr/res2020). The data have been updated when improved data have been identified 
and in the case of inconsistency. ELFORSK reports, (i.e. Hansson et al., 2007; Nyström et al., 
2011), has been used to for the electricity sector, however, the cost data was first modified when 
the data originated from different year compared with the other technology costs in the model 
database. The investment cost of energy conversion technologies vary between years both with 
respect to value of money and steel prices. In an optimization model it is more important that the 
differences between two data-set are accurate that that the data itself is accurate. Cogeneration 
and conventional thermal power plants was in the original database separate technologies, even 
though cogeneration only is an application of a conventional plant. A harmonization of 
cogeneration and conventional thermal power plants has been implemented, based on export 
knowledge. 
 
Resources: Herland (2005), Government Offices of Sweden (2007) and Börjesson (XXXX) are 
used as the main sources for biomass potential. SvK (201X) is used as the main source of annual 
wind potential. While the wind profile is based on (Blomqvist et al., 2008; Martinez-Anido et al., 
2013). 
 
Emissions: The main sources for emission data are the RAINS15 model, which were adjusted to 
the energy commodities and technologies in the European TIMES model (within the two 
European projects; NEED and RES2020). The emissions factors were updated with available 

                                                 
13 GEM-E3 is an acronym for General Equilibrium Model for Economy - Energy - Environment. More information 
is available at: https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/gem-e3/   
14 Nordel was a body for co-operation between the transmission system operators in Denmark, Finland, Iceland, 
Norway and Sweden. Founded in 1963 and wounded up in 2009, when the operational tasks were transferred to the 
European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E).  
15 RAINS is the abbreviation for ‘Regional Air Pollution INformation and Simulation' and is a model developed by 
IIASA for ‘integrated assessment of alternative strategies to reduce acid deposition in Europe and Asia’. 

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/gem-e3/model?search
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national emission factors, within the ancillary study, presented in paper V. Main Swedish sources: 
(Boström et al., 2004; Statistics Sweden 2008). 
 
Fuel Prices: The International Energy Agency (IEA) is the main source for fossil fuels. 
The Swedish energy agency and personal contacts are the main source for biomass, 
biomass and municipal waste.  
 
Policy assumptions: Environmental and fuel taxes are derived form (Swedish Tax Agency, 
2008a, 2008b). Biofuels are not taxed today, but following Kågeson (2007), there is an 
assumption in the model that from 2010 and onwards also biofuels will face an energy tax in line 
with other transport fuels. ETS-prices are derived from IEA’s 4D and 2D scenarios. In the 
model, the Swedish green certificate system is modelled endogenously to meet the quotas 
outlined in SEA (2007c). The Swedish green certificate system is modelled endogenously to meet 
the quotas outlined in SEA (2007c). 
 

Present structure of residential sector in TIMES-
Sweden 
The useful demand for space heating/cooling and domestic hot water is given exogenously to the 
model for a given category, in this case Single-family houses in urban areas, see Figure C-1. 

 

 

 

Figure C-1 Present structure of describing space heating in TIMES-Sweden. 
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